
In expectant of the first prognoses the changes in educational and professional 

activity 

 The new educational year is begun at high school of Ukraine. The new rules of 

reception, new educational programs, defined a set to bachelor, magistrate and last year 

studies for the programs of specialists. Some high school, after such set on the first course, 

forced to unite directions of preparation, displace some specialties, even departments, to 

conduct the rotary press of scientifically and teaching composition. It is impossible to say, 

that such directions of educative activity and politic in a preparation of specialists all 

levels, that it is offered by Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (МESU) has the 

positive sense. It is possible to say, even from practice of some relocated high school, that 

they more lost from such policy of МESU, than got to the confidence in the future. 

Majority from them did not get wave of university entrant from the occupied territories but 

also remained almost without skilled composition of high professional teachers, because at 

such terms existence, permanent reduction the contingent of students is necessary to 

search the best life on other field. 

It is so difficult to see, that those scientifically and pedagogical schools, image, 

reputation, directions of scientific activity which accumulated for many years were blasted 

for the last two years. Sadly and that such cavalry principle of implementation the orders 

of МESU by guidance of same high school, brought to destruction of fate majorities of 

professionals, doctors and candidates of sciences, work of them was acknowledged at high 

state level. 

But guidance МESU already did change and its new composition went already with 

reforms in other direction - initial school, left the mass of questions, than answers for that, 

and on that it follows to expect now from the done reforms in high school? And how well 

to have it such the "generalized" specialist from a "management and administration", from 

a "social and conductive economy" or simply from an "economy" and others like that, 

already not speaking about those, who will get from these directions of PhD! In this sense 

it is possible only to accede with the utterances of Socrates, that our all knowledge is 

"false", because they are divided by not everybody, who perceives them. Therefore, we 

have that we have, and farther - will live and will see, that from everything to need expect. 

Our magazine continue the activity, not having regard to all changes which take 

place inwardly and out of limits of that space, where it has the distribution. The 

accumulation of certain experience, works of new methods and joint activity goes along 

with other professional, scientifically and metrical editions. We search new directions of 

modernization, reforms in activity of magazine, because do not stay up from those 

changes, which take place and in the state, in МESU, and in composition of high school, 

who is our founder. 

 It is want to quiet our readers, authors, reviewers and opponents, that not having 

regard to those alterations, which are caused by the requirements of time, changes in 

composition an editorial board, we continue our activity, to oriented on it, that successes 

are arrived only those, who persistent work on the field of science to development of 

educative culture. So inspiration to us all on this heavy business!!! 
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